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Abstract
In studylag the earthquake response of tha HTG1 core. It was observed that the system can

display toftenlng-hardanlag -characteristics.. This is of great consequence la evaluating the
structural safety aspects of the core. la order to obtain a better understanding of the gov-
erning parameters, as Investigation vas undertaken with a siagle-degree-of-freedoB system
having a softening-hardening spring charaeterlstie aad excited by oultiple ilac waves. By in-
troducing a cubic nomllnearity la stiffness, the governing differential equation takes on the
fora: ,

s5 + ci + ax + 8* - «t)

This type of system has as many as five roots at a given excitation amplitude and frequency.
A parametric study varying the Input amplitudes and the spring characteristic vere performed.
Transients vere Introduced into the system, and the juap phenomena between the lower softening
characteristics to tha higher hardening curve was studied.

numerical results vere obtained for the case of two sine wave Inputs of different ampli-
tudes applied to a softening spring. In order to generate the resulting curves, i t va* neces-
sary to sweep down la frequency. By choosing four different combinations of sinusoidal la-
put J, results wen plotted for amplitude vs. frequency. These curves clearly demonscrste the
existence of a sizable subharmonic contribution. Zzamlnation of several combinations of sine
excitations makes i t possible to establish lar^e discontinuities In the response. In partleu-
lar, a large discontinuity was noted In the vicinity of 25 cycles/sec, lor this case the jump
in response Increased by a factor of 3.5. This kind of discontinuity was sbowa to exist la
the casa of th* hardening spring as well as the softening spring which la of significance be-
cause the restoring force curve for the BIGS is actually softening-hardening.

Further investigation into the dynamics of a slngle-degree-of-freedom system with a cubic
noalinearity was carried out by introducing an exponential decaying term In each of the compo-
nents of die sinusoidal farcing function such that:

f <t) - cos wt - *2a"°2c
cos 3 we

Two sets at runs vere made—the first with aj, » 0 and the second with o, « 0. for this first
case as aj_ becomes smaller, tha duration of the second t e n becomes larger. Finally, when
aj « 0 the miTtwim value of the upper root of'the nonlinear response curve is attained, Vita
aj » 0 and ̂choosing constant values for ctî, the response becomes subbamonic with the 3 wt
term putting energy isto the third harnanlc component of motion. The first tern is necessary
only to provide eaough starting motion to have a third harmonic component that Is not masked
by the damping energy, for values of cij from 0.1 to 0.053, the response is at toe lowermost
end of the nonlinear curve. Since there is insufficient time for the amplitude to build up,
a large subbaraonie response cannot develop. However, for aj. - 0.056 the - T * " — value of
the upper root is attained. The critical deviation of the first term, corresponds to the damp-
ing coefficient 01 taken equal to 0.056. The decaying exponential was introduced to shorten
the duration of the tern to which it is associated. This study vas undertaken because of the
significant affect that earthquake duration is known to have on the dynamic response of the
structure.

* fllork performed under the auspice* of the 0. S. «"••»»«» Regulatory Commission.
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X. Introduction

lbs response of • iiagle-degree-of-f reedca system having a softening-hardening spring

cbar«et«rl»tic and excited by multiple slse waves was investigated. In order to accommodate

a nonlinear restoring forea th« spring stiffness vaa xapteatnead by:

F(x> - ax + Bx3 (1)

By properly choosing tha values of the coefficients a and B the overall spring characteristic

waa naad to study hardening, softening, as well aa softening-hardening ayateaa. This type

of cable nonllnaerity waa Introduced to slaalata to* response of a fuel block la a HXBK

undergoing aa Inline collision with other elements separated by clearance gap* la a damped

system.

With tie cubic noallneuity In stiffness, F(x) Included the governing differential

equation of action becomes:

mx + ci + a x * B x 3 - f < t ) (2)

Ihe various options for chooalng the restoring forea vs. spring deflection Is given In

Figure 1. Ta Case A with a-1000 and 6-0, the linear force la shown as a straight line. For

Case B with 8 Increased to 100.000, the hardening characteristic la revealed. By changing

tha sign of S froa positive to negative, the spring characteristic changes froa hardening to

softening aa expressed la Case C. Ihe final curve shown as Case D allows for the Investiga-

tion of a nore coaplex softening-hardening ayatcm. Aa shewn la Figure 1, tha curve la

^-.M.Tiy softening for values of x such that |x| < .08 and then becoaes hardening for

|x|>.08. A constant ten is Introduced la the restoring farce to aalatala continuity aa

the spring shifts froa softening to hardening.

Response

Ac a given excitation amplitude and frequency, the eof tcnlag-fcardenlag systea can yield

aa a n y as five roots. A parametric study was carried out la which the Input aapUtodes ana

the spring characteristics were varied. Figure 2 shows tha dynamic response associated with

each of six sinusoidal forcing functions and deaouecratca the Juap phenoasna observed la

earlier Investigations [1-4]. Tba forcing function denoted by A represents tha first haraonic

while B represents tha third harmonic. All of tha remaining forcing functions froa C to F

are combinations of the first and third harmonic with varying amplitudes. By sweeping up

or down la frequency, the responses for curves C, 0, and E remain on the lower or softening

curves. However, curve ? shows tha upper curve of tha hardening systea. In this ease when

a sweep of frequency U undertaken and a sudden disturbance Is Introduced as designated by

pclat t, a jump from the lower (softening) curve to the higher (hardening) curve la observed.

As shown la Figure 2, tba jusp phenomena occurs at approximately 46 cycles per second.

3. Bo»n«i««r Saftenlnt Basoonsa

In order to study the softening characteristics above, the following governing equation

vas Introduced:

V + 1.256 y - 20.000 y3 - F(t) <3)

with F(t) chosen to represent four different combinations of sinusoidal inputs ss shown on

Figure 3. Ihe curves were generated by sweeping down la frequency and plotting amplitude

vs. frequency for all four forcing functions. For tba Investigation of these responses the

coefficient 0 for the cubic nonllnearlty vas reduced froa 100,000 to 20,000 as given la

eq. (3). I>» <»»•* S«a«ated la Figure 3 dearly demonstrate the existsnee of a sizable
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eubbarmomlc contribution, ^f s«e»iniag several combinations of sinusoidal excitations, it

la possible to establish large discontinuities la tbe dynamic response. In particular, a

large discontinuity was noted la tbe vlclaity of 25 cycles per second. For this case the

jump la response increased by a factor of 3.3. This kind of diaeontinuity waa show to

exist is the case of the hardening spring as well as tbe sof teaing spring. Since tbe

restoring force enrvs 5ar the K B a Is actually softealag-hardeaing, this result is of

particular significance.

4. Tar"««» »-~-ft«t with Peering Exponential

farther Investigation Into the dynamics of a slagle-4egree-of-freedom system vita a cubic

nonlinearity vas carried out by introducing an exponential decaying t«ra ia each of the

components of the sinusoidal forcing function. For this study the governing equation waa

taken as:
V + 1.256 y + 1000 7 + 100,000 j* - ?(t) (4j

with the forcing function given bys

F(t> - V " V "• w " V"*2* eo" 3 "* C5>
The resoles plotting the amplitude vs frequency are described in Figure 4. Two amta of runs

„ „ made, the firse with Oj-0 and the aecond with Oj-0. For the flrac case aa *2 becomes

^ • f , the duration of the second term becomes larger. Finally, when <x-0, the — T < T I I

value of the upper root of the nonlinear response curve ia attained. With o_-0 and choosing

constanc values for o^, the response becomes subhanonic wieh the 3 wt ton putting energy

Into the third harwmie component of motion. The first t e n is necessary only to provide

enough starting motion to have a third harmonic component that is not masked by the damping

energy. For values of a^ from 0.1 to 0.058, the response is et tbe lowermost end of the.

enrve. Slace there is Insufficient time for tbe amplitude to build up, a large

, response canaoe develop. However, for C^ 4 6.056 the saxlsum value of the upper

toot Is eetaiaed. The critical deviation of the fIrat t e n corresponds to the camping co-

efficient 0:. taken equal to 0.056. The decaying exponential waa Introduced to shorten the

duratiom of tbe t e n to which it is associated. This study vas undertaken because of the

significant effect that earthquake duration la known to have on the dynamic response of tbe
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FIGURE 1 H>RCE-DETL£CTIOH CURVE OPTIONS FOR OHB-DEGREB-
OF-FRZED0M STSIEK
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